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, ' The present invention relates to storage tanks for ?uids, 
and’more particularly to storage tanks of the type where 
in it is desired to store gases ‘or a liquid, such as oil and 
the like, which tanks'employ roofs or covers that are sup 
ported by the gas or liquid within the tank and are adapt 
ed to rise and fall in accordance withlvariations in the gas 
pressure in the tank or theliquid level in the tank. 
The present 1 invention incorporates a tank having a 

7 cover that is ordinarily of smaller diameter than the in 
side Wall, of the tank, and accordingly, it is necessary to 
provide a sealing means ‘for sealing the annular space be 
tween the cover and tank. . ' 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
floating roof' seal for-the cover member of .a tank in 
which the sealing means comprise a plurality of individual 

‘ or separate members adapted to be ?lledwith aliquid 
and in which a rupture or puncture of one of the in 
dividual members will. not prevent loss of the entire seal 
or ineffectual sealing of the tank. ' ' ‘ 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
?oating ‘roof seal means which eliminates the need of bolt 
members'and the like for ‘connecting the sealing means 
along its peripheral edge-as commonly used heretofore. 

7 It is another object of the, present invention to provide 
‘ a plurality of individual members‘ forming a seal fora 
?oating covervmember for a'tank, which has equalized 
hydraulic sealing effect provided by the independent flex 
ible segments providing the seaL- ‘ _. a 

It is another‘ object of- the present invention to provide 
sealing vmeans ‘for a ?oating roof'or cover member ‘made 
of a plurality of independent ?exible ‘members that may 
be stocked for ready use and hence do not require custom 
manufacturing thereof to‘ ?t odd vsize or odd'diameter 
tanks.‘ t , . v ' ' I 

It is another object of ‘the present inventionv to provide a 
plurality‘ of individual ?exible sealingvmembers' that may 
be stacked uponv one another to assume a‘i?xied‘ position 
with respect to ‘each other ‘once they are'stacked, with 
the completed structure formingthe‘sealing member. 

‘ It isanother object ‘of the present invention to provide 
-'--a' plurality of " individual ?exible sealing members dis 

' ‘posedin a staggered arrangement’so‘that they may be 
readily "adjustedwith respect to each‘ other to a‘ccom— 
vmodate unusual'diameters with the correct‘ number of 
"sealing sections. ' _ I ‘ t -V ' , . p 

., Q ‘It is another object of, the present invention to provide a 
plurality of individual ?exible sealing segments in which 
a damaged section'mayybe readily ‘replaced without, re 

‘ moving. the tank from service, and, in‘which .anypdamaged . 
section will result only in the loss of a small'portion of the 

' :sealand not affect theentire seal, as distinguished'from 
sealingmeans used heretofore which comprise but a single 

7-; islanotlier‘ object of the‘ present invention to Pml’ide 
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.gered arrangement with one another, and in which 
they may also be stacked side by side, in pairs, or in 
double one rows so as to seal a wide gap existing be 
tween the deck of the roof cover andthe sidewall of 
the tankvshell to obtain proper sealing therebetween. i 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
sealing means having a plurality of overlapping arranged 
independent ?exible sections which permits a full hy- , 
draulic action throughout the periphery of the seal and 
ivhich eliminates the necessity of a single endless tube or 
individual sections interconnected by ‘liquid ?lled hoses“ ‘ 
such as used heretofore. ' 

Various other objects and advantages of the present 
invention will be readily apparent from the following 
detailed description when considered in connection with 
the accompanying drawings forming a partvthereof, and 
in which: ‘ a 

' FlGrl is a side elevational‘view, partly broken away 
and in section, of a tank’ embodying the sealing assembly 
of the present invention; ‘ ' a 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective View of 
a portion of the ?oating roof and sealing means of the 
present invention; ' 1 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary detail view illustrat I 
ing the staggered arrangement of the independent ?exible 
members embodied in the present invention; ‘ 

> FIG. 4 is 3a cross section through an individual sealing - 
segment of the invention; , ’ 
PEG. 5 is an enlarged detailed view illustrating the 

method of securing the wearing band of therassembly to 
the ?oating roof deck; _ ' ' ‘ 

FIG. 6 is a detailed View in the direction of the‘arro-Ws 
6+6 of FIG. 5, illustrating the connection of the wear 
ing band to the ?oating roof deck; . 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary top view of a portion of the 
“floating roof deck, Wearing band and side wall of the 

40 

45 

tank; and . .l , .. . ,l 

FIG. 8 is an elarged fragmentary sectional view of a 
‘modi?cation of the invention illustrating a‘double row 
of stacked separate sealing members. , 

Referring to‘ the drawings, the reference ‘numeral 10 
' designates a metal cylindrical tank having an inlet connec- ‘ 
tion of pipe 11 and an‘ outlet connection 12 in the bottom 
thereof. The inlet and outlet'connections are provided 
‘for ?lling the storage tank with a gas or liquid and dis 
charging itrtherefrom to its‘ point .of use when desired. 
The tank is provided with. a bottom 13' and’a top 14, 
although, of course, it is'obvious" that the. tank needlnot 

‘ necessarily ‘have a top if it is not desired.“ Ifthe tank is 
50 ‘ completely sealed, it is, generally. providedTwith access 

openings or ‘doors s'ohthat the ‘?oating roof hereinafter 
described may ‘:be inspected and any parts‘maylbe re 
placed, if necessary. _ I a . . . _ I 

p ‘The tank is provided with a ?oating structure, deck'or 
' roof member generally designated 15. 
freely disposed Within the vessel‘ so that it, may ?oat “or. 

Member " 15 is 

" rise ‘upwardly and‘doWnwa'rdlyto con?ne the-liquid‘in 

sealing means for a?oating ‘roof member comprising a, ~ 
plurality of independent; flexible’ sections adaptedjtobe 

' readily 1?lled with a liquid and‘ in‘which the sections may 
Mbeadj‘usted,‘laterally?f each ‘other to' form a‘circurirfer 

I enfciefof longer-pr.shortef'dimerrsions as ;desir'ed,._"s_o1las_ to’ ~ 
I. th ‘ ' t 

'lt-rs anotherobject of ‘the present invention to provide, ‘ " 

sealing means for a ?oating I‘OOf'fQl' ata‘nk'in ’ gthe members are disposed in stacked relationship-or stag- 

er‘eby, be: utilized,‘ tanks of varying; diameter. , ' 

' the chamber‘ generallyv designated 16 that is disposed pe 
low the ?oating ‘deck structure 15.‘ The volume‘ or size 
of chamber 16 will vary depending upon theamount of 

‘ gas or liquid introduced into theta‘n‘k and‘the amount 7 
.of ‘it that is removed therefrom through‘ ‘the inlet‘ and p. " ' 
dischargepconnections. v ._ s . 

Thei?oating‘d'eck 15‘ is ‘generallyrcylindrical andfhas 
a cylindrical ‘side wall‘ 18,» a‘bottom wall 19 and‘ a top 
wall ‘20. The cylindrical wall 18 and‘ the top"1'and:' bottom 
20 and 19 are rigidlysecured to-one ‘another, such'asiby 
welding or'the like, ‘so as‘ to form ahollowqcylindrical 
V?oatingmember; The sidewall‘ 18 extends. substantially ' T 
iaboveland below theztop‘randbottomas ‘indicatedyat, 2,2, 



vrubber may be butadiene acrylonitrile or the like. 

.spectively, of the deck member 15. 
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and terminates in inwardly projecting annular horizontal 
?anges 23, as clearly shown in the drawings. The di 
ameter of the wall 18 is substantially less than the di 
ameter of the inner surface of the cylindrical tank 10 
so as to provide a wide opening or annular gap 25 there 
betweenas shown in FIG. 2. The provision of the gap 
permits the ?oating structure 15 to readily rise and fall 
.in the tank without coming in contact with the inner 
side wall surface of the tank 10. The space or gap 25 
is provided with sealing means 26 disposed therein so as 
to completely seal off the upper portion of the tank 27’ 
above the ?oating deck 15 from the portion 16 of the 
tank below this member so that the tank may properly 
store liquid and gases therein. 

Sealing means generally designated 26 are provided 
with an annular wear band 27 formed of a ?exible ma 

"terial, such as reinforced synthetic rubber having a nylon 
or equivalent reinforcing core, and in which the synthetic 

The 
wear band 27 may also be constructed of electricity con~ 
ducting material in the event that electrically charged 
liquid is stored that requires positive grounding at all 
points. A ‘plurality of continuous horizontally extend 
ing ribs 28 are provided on the outer surface or circum 
ference of the scu? or wearing band. The ribs 28 tend 
to ride over sharp edges of rivets or other protuberances 
and irregularities that may be on the inner surface of 
the side wall of the tank, while at the same time reducing 
wear on the wearing band and the tank wall. 
The wearing band is connected to the horizontal ?anges 

23 of the ?oating deck 15 by taking the upper and the 
> lower free inner ends or edges 29 and 30 respectively 
of the wearing band and wrapping them around the 
inner side of‘?anges 23 so that the ends 29 and 30 overlap 
the inner edge of the ?anges 23 by approximately two to 
three inches. 
A wedge bar '32, as best seen in FIGS. 5 and 6, which 

is rectangular in cross section, is disposed inwardly of the 
?anges 23 between the tucked-in or overlapping edges 29 
and 30 of the wearing band, and the top and bottom re 

The wedge bar 32 
is generally made up of a split ring or may be made of 
a plurality of arcuate sections, as desired. The ends 29 
and 30 of the wearing band are securely connected to the 
?anges 23 by inserting a plurality of wedges 33 between 
the top and bottom respectively, of the ?oating deck and 
the wedge bars 32 as shown in FIGS. 5 and 6 to thereby 

' eliminate the necessity for using bolt members and the 
like to properly secure the wearing band to the ?oating 
deck. The wedges 33 are preferably spaced apart ap 
proximately two feet. Disposed Within the annular cham 
ber 34 de?ned by the wearing band ‘27, the cylindrical 
deck side wall 18 and ?anges 23 of the ?oating deck are ' 
a plurality of liquid-tight ?exible sections or members 35. 
The ?exible members 35 are generally tubular in cross 

section as shown in FIG. 4, and preferably consist of 
synthetic rubber, such as Buna-N in which is disposed a 
nylon core 36, the thickness of theentire section being 
preferably 0.040 inch. The individual or separate sec 
tions 35 have their opposite ends sealed in a ?uid-tight 
relationship to provide a ?at pinch typeqclosure 37 as 
best shown in FIG. 3. Each individual segment is pro 
vided with a ?lling connection 38 having a removable. 

~ plug therein for ?lling the section with a liquid. The 
?exible sections are approximately ten inches in diameter 

~ and approximately ten feet long with the opposite ends 
of the section being of;a pinch type con?guration as al 
readyvdescribed, instead of the usual circular or round 
con?guration. Thesections .35 are disposed within cham 
ber'34 in vertical rows comprising a lower row 39 and‘ 
an upper row 40 with the ‘sections in theupper row 40 ' 
being supported on the sections in lower row 39 as best' 
seen in FIGS. 2 and 3. The individual unit-sthat’make 
up lower row .39 :havetheir oppositeends disposed in 

a spaced relationship with. one'another as .indicated at 141. 

4 
The individual sections 35 forming the upper row 40 are 
disposed on the two adjacent sections 35 in the lower row 
39, so that they are positioned over the space 41, and 
have their opposite ends. overlapping and being supported 

5 by theadjacent ends 42 and 43 (see FIG.’ 3) of two in 
dividual sections in the lower row 39 to thus provide a 
staggered arrangement. The sections are installed in 
the staggered position as indicated in FIG. 3, with the 
space 41 being approximately one-third of the length of 

10 35. With such a staggered arrangement, it is apparent 
that the space 41 may be decreased or increased as de 
sired, by merely positioning two adjacent sections in the 
lower row 39 closer to one another or moving them 

.. apart. This permits the dimension of the circumference 
15 of the circle the‘individual sections form, to be varied 

to accommodate unusual diameter tanks with the correct 
number of sealing sections. 

In operation, the cover will rise and fall in accordance 
with variations in the gas pressure stored within the tank, 

20 or the quantity of oil or other liquid ‘disposed therein. 
The wear band 27 will be maintained in engagement with 
a substantial area of the‘inner surface of the tank 10 
-due to the weight and action of the Water, oil, other liquid 
or granular substance within the individual ?exible hol 

2 5 low ‘members 35 resiliently forcing it against the wall, and 
the gas pressure or the liquid in the portion 16 of the 
tank below the ?oating structure 15. Also, if desired, 
the members 35 may be ?lled with ?nely divided plastic 
material that gives the same results as if the members 

30 were ?lled with the aforementioned liquid material. The 
wearing band will be maintained in eflicient sealing en 
gagement with the walls of the tank regardless of any 
irregularities in the tank walls. It will be noted that the 
use of a plurality of independent ?exible ?lled sections 35 

35 eliminates the necessity that the connection of the ends 
29 and 30 of the wearing band to the ?anges 23 be se 
cured thereto, in a liquid or gas tight manner for proper 
operation since the sections 35 form a complete seal be 
tween the side wall 18 of the ?oatingdeck and the inner 

40 surface of the tank wall 10. 
'Hence, with the staggered arrangement of the over 

lapping sections of the liquid ?lled members 35, there 
is affull hydraulic action present through the periphery 
of the seal without necessitating a'single endless tube or 

45 interconnection of the individual sections by a number of 
hoses. Complete and uniform pressure is transmitted 
by the deformable action of the‘ sections as required by 
the sealing action. Thus, the present invention permits 
stocking of the sealing sections for ready shipment with 

50 any diameter tank. Also, because of the individual sec 
tions utilized as the sealing means between the ?oating 
deck and the tank Wall, any individually damaged section 
will result only in the loss of a small portion of the seal 
and not the entire seal around the ?oating cover. An 

55 - other advantage of such a structure is thatshould an 
individual section become punctured 'or damaged, it can 
be readily replaced by a separate section without taking 
the-tank out of operation or without requiring extensive 
effort to replace it as compared with conventional sealing 

60 units of much larger size.. 
It is also apparent that with the present invention, 

should a wide gap exist requiring sealing between the 
deck and the tank shell, the vertical rows 39 and 40 of 
the sections 35 may also be disposed within the wearing 

6 band 27 in a side-by-side relationship or in a double row 
,fashionlaterally of each other.‘ Such an embodiment 
.is. shown in FIG. 8 'with the sections being positioned 
as described for the embodiment ‘of FIG; 1, except that 

. there are two lateral rows 42 andi43. > . 

7O Inasmuch as various ‘changes ‘may be madein the form, 
location and relative arrangement of the several parts 
without departing from the essential characteristics of 

. the invention, it will be understood that the invention 
‘is not to be limited. except by the scope of the appended 

75» claims. j _ , ' 
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I claim: 
1. A ?uid storage tank with a cylindrical wall, a bot 

tom, and a ?oating cover member for ?uids within the 
tank adapted to rise and fall with a change in the quantity 
of ?uid in the tank, said cover member being of a smaller 
diameter than the inside of said Wall to provide an an~ 

. nular space therebetween, and a ?exible hollow sealing 
member secured to said cover member and disposed in 
said space, and a plurality of self-contained independent 
ly ?lled and sealed staggered in?atable members carried 
‘by said ?exible ‘member to provide a seal in said space 
between said cover member and wall, said self-contained 
members being so arranged that the facing ends of adja 
cent ones of said members are spaced from one another 
with the spaces so ‘formed being closed by‘ still another 
one of said members. 

2. A ?uid storage tank with a cylindrical wall, a bottom, 
and a ?oating deck member forlcon?ning ?uids within 
said tank adapted to rise and fall in accordance with the 
pressure exerted thereon by the ?uid in said tank, said 
deck member having a diameter substantially less than 
the inside of said wall to provide an annular space there 
between, a hollow ?exible wearing member secured to'the 
periphery of said deck member and disposed'in said space 
adapted to frictionally engage said wall, and a plurality 
of self-contained ?exible independent liquid ?lled and 
sealed members disposed in two rows within said hollow 
Wearing member in a staggered arrangement to ?ll said 
space and provide a seal in said space between said deck 
member and wall, each ‘of said self-contained members 
including means for ?lling the member with liquid and 
for sealing the member which is completely independent 
of the corresponding means for each of the other 
members. 

3. A ?uid storage tank with a cylindrical wall, a bottom, 
and a ?oating deck member for containing ?uids within 
said tank adapted to rise and fall in accordance with the 
quantity of ?uid in the tank, said deck being of a smaller 
diameter than the inside of said wall to provide an annular 
space therebetween, a hollow ?exible wearing member 
secured to said deck member and disposed in said space 
to frictionally engage said wall, and a plurality of self 
contained independent and separate liquid ?lled and 
sealed ?exible members disposed within said wearing 
member positioned therein to engage the periphery of 
said deck member and to maintain said wearing member 
in frictional engagement with said wall to provide a seal 
across said space between said deck member and wall, 
each of said self-contained members including means for 
?lling the member with liquid and for sealing the member 
which is completely independent of the corresponding 
means for each of the other members, said fluid ?lled 

, members comprising’ a lower row and an upper row with 
the members in said lower row being disposed in spaced 
relationship with one another and the members in said 
upper row being supported on and overlapping the ad 
jacent ends of two adjacent members in said lower row 
so as to cover the space between said two adjacent lower 
row members. 

4. A ?uid storage tank with a cylindrical wall, a bottom 
and a circular ?oating deck member having a top and 
bottom and vertical side wall for con?ning liquids with 
in said tank adapted to rise and fall in accordance with 
the quantity of ?uid in the tank, said deck member side 
wall being of a smaller diameter than the inside of said 
well to provide an annular space therebetween, said deck 
member side wall extending substantially above and below 
said top and bottom, inwardly turned ?anges disposed on 
the edges of said side wall in spaced relationship with said 
top and bottom respectively, a ?exible wearing member 
disposed around said vertical side wall and having oppo 
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site free ends extending into the spaces provided between 
said ?anges and said top and bottom respectively, said’ 
?exible member extending from its free ends away from 
said vertical deck member side wall toward said cylindrical 
tank wall and forming a hollow annular con?guration in 
said annular space adapted to contact said cylindrical 
wall, means securing the free ends of said ?exible member 
to said ?anges, and a plurality of self-contained inde 
pendent and separate liquid ?lled and sealed ?exible mem 
bers carried in said wearing member adapted to contact 
said vertical side wall and maintain said wearing mem 
ber in frictional engagement with said cylindrical wall to 
effect a seal acrosspsaid annular space, each of said self 
contained members including means for ?lling the mem 
ber with liquid and for sealing the member which is com 
pletely independent of the corresponding means for each 
of the other members. 

5. The storage tank of claim 4 wherein said means ' 
comprises wedge bar means within said spaces and engag 
ing the free ends of said ?exible member, and wedge 
members extending into said spaces and disposed between 
and engaging said wedge bar means and said top and bot 
tom respectively. > , 

6. The storage tank of claim 4 wherein said liquid 
?lled members are disposed in stacked relationship on 
one another within said wearing member. 

7. The ?uid storage tank of claim 4 wherein said liquid 
?lled members comprise a lower row and an upper row 
with the members in said lower row being disposed in 
spaced relationship with one another and the members in 
said upper row being supported on and overlapping the 
adjacent ends of two adjacent members in said lower row 
so as to cover the space between said two adjacent lower 
row members. 

8. The storage tank of claim 4 wherein said liquid 
?lled members are disposed in a stacked relationship on 
one another within said Wearing member, and there are 
two laterally disposed rows in said stacked relationship. 

9. A ?uid storage tank with a cylindrical wall, a bottom, 
and a ?oating deck member for containing ?uids within 
said tank adapted to rise and fall in accordance with the 
quantity of ?uid in the tank, said deck being of a smaller 
diameter than the inside of said wall to provide an annular 
space therebetween, a hollow ?exible wearing member 
secured to said deck member and disposed in said space to 
frictionally engage said wall, and a plurality of self 
containcd independent and separate liquid ?lled and 
sealed ?exible members disposed within said wearing 
member positioned therein to engage the periphery of said 
deck member and to maintain said wearing member in 
frictional engagement with said wall to provide a seal 
across said space between said deck member and wall, 
each of said self-contained members including means for 
?lling the member with liquid and for sealing the member 
which is completely independent of the corresponding 
means for each of the other members, said liquid ?lled 
members being disposed in a stacked relationship on one 
another within said wearing member, and there being two 
laterally disposed rows in said stacked relationship. 
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